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About This Game

'Pay2Win: The Tricks Exposed' is a Pay2Win business model simulator(adventure) that exposes the tricks online game
businessmen use to maximize monetization. This game also gives you a chance to think about the value of paying money to

Pay2Win games.
In this game, you become a warrior in a fantasy world, experience the Pay2Win business model and uncover the hidden secrets

behind the systems.

Before you play this game:

-The Pay2Win model is not necessarily evil. But you must know on what you spent your money. Now you can, with this game.

-We recommend this game to those who have read Thomas Baekdal's 'How In-app Purchases Have Destroyed The Industry' and
were excited by it.

-In this game, you will have to purchase countless transactions just to play. But worry not. The cash in this game is free and
virtual, and is provided limitlessly. (NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE!!)

-However, the accumulated cash amount you've spent will be shown in the game screen, and this will bother you a bit.

-This game cannot represent all the pay2win tricks that exist in the world. Even now, new tricks are being conjured.
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-This game simulates an MMORPG, but only supports single play mode. NPCs who pose as other players appear in this game.

-The 'Avatar' you meet in the game is an extension of the game's creator. Talk to him. He is dead serious.

Best Gaem Studio
"We create gaem"
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25 minutes of wandering around with no direction and no voice. Done while I can still get a refund. This one is just could not
catch my attention but then again it did not seem to even try.. Thank you for making the exit game button work.. pretty good
game. Easy to learn, a little bit more challenging to complete. Left me wanting more.
Nice little game for people who like cats, trains and logic puzzles. Maybe sillyness too.. The idea of controlling a dog in a game
works very well here. It really makes me feel the urgent dependency between the blind boy and his dog.
Nice gameplay and puzzles, lovely aesthetics which reminds me to Tim Burton.
I really enjoyed playing this game. A must in your library if you want to try something new.
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I'll give this "game" a good review even though I don't plan to keep playing (reading) it. I didn't realize it was a graphic novel,
my bad. Anyway it looks good, can't tell you much about it, I just don't want to give this a bad review because of my mistake.. A
mediocre experience. Barely worth the playthrough even if free. I did however enjnoy the final boss fight. Comes bundled with
slenderman, 5 nights at freddy clone mini games which are unlocked once the main campaign is completed. 3.5 /10. Wow. This
game is so difficult yet so addicting. You can catch me playing it on my lunch hour, on the train, anywhere I have my laptop.
The music is motivating, the graphics are trippy, the controls are easy but often lag.
It's basically a strafe trainer.
But I love it.. A very interesting game concept, and it works better than you'd think! The balance is a bit skewed in favor of one
or two of the character classes but all are viable.. well this was unexpected.
its nice.
and free.

thank you, deck13!. As another review says: "Game is completely random, with the odds stacked against you." (you have to
guess a number between 1 and 5 while the computer has to "guess" a number between 1 and 3).

Should be called "guess the number". And not "game". This bad boy is an absolute must have of late 2018. Im lovin it.
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